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« By integrating all the monitoring in Pandora FMS, all the information is 

Uniway started its activity in 1999 and since then has 
maintained a constant line of innovation in technologi-
cal solutions for companies and cloud services from its 
own platform. Our clients are mainly corporations, as 
well as large and medium-sized companies with whom 

adapted to their needs, in a changing and very competiti-
ve environment. Uniway was a pioneer in creating one of 

of Madrid.

We have highly specialized professionals in the adminis-
tration, operation and integration of platforms and cor-

business continuity and systems contingency, Uniway is 
a specialist as it has everything structured under a set of 

Cloud Computing services from the facilities of our data 
center.

OneVision is a tool created and developed by Uniway 
so that our customers can control their physical and 

-
tively. With OneVision it is possible to share information 

departments.

can check the capacity of their servers, incidents and 
costs, active contracts, and can also geolocate them by 
country and city.

Hassan Kalantari 
Foundateur et PDG d’ Uniway.
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some dependent on the hardware (air conditioning, 

energy systems, etc.), others dependent on the 

the information is accessible through a single screen, 

since OneVision works as a dashboard for the client that 

includes, among many other functions, monitoring. In 

of the Uniway operations infrastructure, as well as for the 

with the same tool, individualized for each client, without 

duplicate licenses, operators or processes.

we were able to train two technicians 

who carried out the whole migration 

the integration with OneVision we 

or development days, but through 

support and documentation they 

were able to integrate it themselves. 

not have his own monitoring view, 

everything was an advantage, as we were 

as well as historical data.  The feeling of 

transparency and control is one of the 

reasons why our customers continue to 

have reinforced this relationship of trust.
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-
tion of our customers.

We have managed to implement the OneVision tool 

key role that guarantees the good functioning of our 
services. 

tools on the market. It has thousands of users around
the world, with customers in all sectors and it is present

  I  

studies, please visit our

website:

www.pandorafms.com


